Tracking your
Project’s Essentials

A Successful Measuring Tool
Projects+, from Kapcite, is a geospatial projects tracking
solution that can be used by governments and businesses to
monitor their projects’ performance and share their status
with key stakeholders and the general public. The solution
interprets complicated enterprise data, converts it into online
geographically relevant and timely information, and compiles
it under one source for quick analysis and instant action.

Designed for Fast-Track
Business Decisions
Projects+ is a single integrated platform with an intuitive
interface where executives and professionals can view and
analyze all monitoring data on a single screen as a
web-based or a mobile application. By gathering and
reporting reliable, transparent and easily accessible data
and information, Projects+ allows decision makers to
coordinate the full development and the effective
implementation of their projects, while facilitating quick
corrective measures. By leveraging the enabling geospatial
capabilities to easily define, visualize, plan, track and
analyse project data, Projects+ helps improve capital
investment planning, control and monitoring.

Manage your Greatest
Assets Wisely
Projects+ is compose d of four distinct but integrated modules;
each ensures the best project management and the efficient
utilization of resources.

Projects+ Dashboard
Projects+ Dashboard allows executives to monitor the project’s
performance through Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to help
them address concerns quickly and take informed decisions.

Projects+ Analyst
Projects + Analyst is a map-centric projects performance
reporting application where project managers interact directly
with the map for data visualization, monitoring and analysis.
Some amount of spatial data viewing capabilities can be made
accessible for public transparency.

Projects+ Editor
Projects + Editor encompasses two key components, Map Editor
and Project Editor. Map Editor allows project managers to
define and manage the location of the project on the map
while the Project Editor helps the project managers define the
project’s attributes and populate periodic progress.

Projects+ Administrator
Projects+ Administrator allows the administrator to manage user
accounts as well as define access controls, user permissions and
privileges.

Easy Integration with Core
Business Systems
Developed using JavaScript, Projects+ is a web-based solution
that can be easily integrated with other IT systems and data
providers to fully utilize the project’s data available.

Brought to you by K&A
Projects+ is a geospatial projects tracking by Kapcite,
a solution of Khatib & Alami (K&A). Kapcite is a pioneer of
efﬁcient technology with three decades of experience, tapping
into the potential and usefulness of Geographic Information
Systems across governments, businesses, clients, and users.
For more information, please visit www.kapcite.com
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